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In this paper we are concerned with the clarity of political signals transmittedthroughpolitical
conversationand the accuracywith which those signals are perceived.The social communicationof
political informationis subject to distortioneffects that arise due to skewed expectationson the part
of the receiver and ambiguousrepresentationson the part of the sender.Indeed,communicationthat
occurs between two citizens might be distorted either by characteristicsof the individualswho are
transmittingand receiving messages, or by characteristicsof the setting in which the informationis
being transmitted.We arguethatthe power of majorityopinion is magnifiedby the inferentialdevices
that citizens use to reachjudgments in the face of ambiguouspolitical messages and hence the use
of a personal experience heuristic gives rise to a political bias that favors the continued dominance
of majorityopinion.

ow importantis political communicationamong citizens? Political discussion is an efficient vehicle for becoming informedabout politics (Downs 1957);
it is a widespread activity with influentialconsequences (Berelson, Lazarsfeld,
and McPhee 1954; Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995; Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and
Gaudet 1944); and it may be fundamentallyimportantto the vitality of democratic politics. At the same time, relatively few citizens demonstrate highly
intense levels of political interestand engagement(Verba,Schlozman,and Brady
1995); politics is only one among many importanttopics competing for airtime
during citizens' conversations(Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995); few of the comThis researchwas supportedin part by grants from the National Science Foundationto Indiana
University,Ohio State University,and the Universityof California,Irvine.We are especially grateful
to John Spraguefor his helpful advice and comments.
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municatedopinions are likely to be carefullyresearched(Sniderman,Brody,and
Tetlock 1991); and many of the political messages delivered through social
communicationconsist of offhand comments and the very briefest expressions
of sentiment.For all these reasons, a great deal of political discussion and communication is likely to be imbedded in ambiguity and uncertainty.And the
uncertaintyof ambiguous communicationgives rise to distortionsbased on the
characteristicsof the person sending the message, the characteristicsof the person receiving the message, and the various environmentsand settings within
which the message is interpreted.
In this paperwe are concernedwith the clarity of political signals transmitted
through political conversation and the accuracy with which those signals are
perceived. The potential for distorted communication arises due to individual
and environmentaleffects operating at several nested and overlapping levels.
First, social communicationregardingpolitics is subjectto distortioneffects that
arise both due to skewed expectationson the part of the receiver and ambiguous
representationson the part of the sender. Second, political discussion often occurs at the discretion of individual citizens, within the closely defined social
environmentswhere they are located, but the distributionof political opinions
within these microenvironmentsdepends on the supply of viewpoints available
in the largerpolitical community,therebytruncatingthe distributionof political
preferences to which citizens are regularly exposed (Huckfeldt et al. 1995;
Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995). Third,the level of distortion in dyadic information flows is contingent not only on the characteristics of the individuals
involved in the dyad, but also on expectations that are formed on the basis of
individualexperience.These experiences, in turn, depend on the immediatecircumstances of a person's location within these microenvironments.Finally, in
assessing political communication, individuals employ methods of inferential
judgment that, while yielding relatively accuratejudgments in the aggregate,
might give rise to a bias fostering the continueddominance of majorityopinion
(Miller 1956). In short, our analytic frameworkexamines political communication within a series of nested environmentallevels: individuals within dyads,
dyads within microenvironments,and microenvironmentswithin largerenvironments of opinion.
We begin by addressinga numberof substantiveissues: the importanceof disagreementamong citizens, the factors that give rise to ambiguity and distortion
in political communication,and the sources of a majoritarianbias in political
communicationand cognition. A Bayesian logic of inference is then articulated
for examining nested environmentaleffects on political communication.Finally,
based on an empiricalanalysis of the 1992 election, we assess the levels of political disagreementexperiencedby a national sample of survey respondentsand
their discussants,the extent to which perceptionsof disagreementare contingent
on the externally imposed supply of preferences in the surroundingmacroenvironment,the accuracyof political communicationbetween main respondentsand
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their discussants,and sources of distortionin the perceptionsof discussants'political preferences.
Disagreement, Ambiguity, and the Effectiveness of Communication
If political discussion is to play an importantrole in democraticpolitics, it
must introduce new information and new ideas to citizens, thereby creating
disagreement as the inevitable by-product of deliberation (Granovetter1973;
McPhee 1963). If people only talk politics with others holding compatible
views-or if they wrongly perceive their social contacts to hold sympathetic
views-they may be sparedthe social and political discomfort of disagreement,
but the communicationof diverse political preferencesis renderedineffective.'
Several factorsmight be expected to affect the level of political diversity-and
hence the exposure to disagreement-across the range of a citizen's social contacts. First, the combinationof segregated social groups and polarized political
preferences reduces the likelihood of encountering alternativepolitical viewpoints (Huckfeldtand Kohfeld 1989). Second, the level of political homogeneity
within a citizen's social space is increasedto the extent that citizens employ politically relevant selection criteria in constructing their own patterns of social
interaction,thereby locating themselves in politically agreeable microenvironments (Finifter 1974). Finally,to the extent that individualsare either unable or
disinclined to censor their patternsof political communication,the distribution
of political viewpoints in the largerenvironmenttakes on heightenedimportance
as a factor that affects individual exposure to alternativepolitical viewpoints
(Huckfeldt et al. 1995; Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995). In short, the level of exposure to disagreementand diversitywithin patternsof political communication
is problematic,both across groups and across individuals,and hence the vitality
of democraticdiscourse is an open question.
Just as important,while environmentalsupply and individualcontrolaffect the
probabilitiesof exposureto alternativepolitical viewpoints, exposure alone does
not insure the effective communicationof political disagreement.In order for
politically diverse and disagreeableviewpoints to be communicatedeffectively,
it is also necessary that they be perceived correctly.In this sense, effective communication depends on accurate perception. Of course, inaccuratelyperceived
messages may also be influential,and for many purposes it is the perceivedmessage that is most importantfor the choices that a citizen makes. But this does not
alter the fact that incorrectperceptionhas the potential to obscure and disguise
diversity and disagreementat both the individualand aggregate levels.
Severaldifferentfactors serve to obscureratherthan clarify the perceptionand
expression of socially communicatedpolitical information.First, it may be help'None of this is meant to suggest that political disagreementis necessarily or inevitablyan unpleasant experience for all individuals. Indeed, for some individuals, the expressive benefits of
political discussion may even be increased as a consequence of disagreement(Fiorina 1990).
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ful to understandthe ambiguous communicationof political messages from a
strategicstandpoint(MacKuen 1990). The costs of social communicationsometimes increase when disagreementis present in a relationship:for instance, it is
often painful to tell highly opinionatedrelatives that their preferredpresidential
candidateis a loser! In such situations,the cost can be reducedby obfuscationif
not complete avoidance. The receiver obtains an obscure message because the
senderhas strategicallychosen to engage in political retreat.Hence, ambiguityis
increased,and the likelihood of distortedcommunicationis heightened. Second,
not all ambiguity is the residue of strategicinteraction.A great deal of political
conversationis casual and offhand,occurringamong citizens whose opinions are
only weakly formulated.Thus, at one extreme we might expect ambiguityto increase as a consequence of intensely held opinions that increasethe potential for
conflict and thereby produce strategic retreat.At the other extreme, we might
also expect ambiguityto be generatedby weak or nonexistentopinions that generate vague political signals (Fazio 1990; Latane 1981; Petty and Cacioppo
1986). In summary,for a numberof systematic reasons, a great deal of political
communicationis inevitablyambiguousand open to alternativeinterpretations.
When citizens are confrontedwith ambiguouspolitical messages, the potential
for distortedcommunicationis enhanced,and several mechanisms of distortion
are well known. In particular,selective perceptionmakes it possible for individuals to avoid, disregard,and transformmessages that do not agree with their own
preconceptionsand viewpoints. While earlier explanationsfor these patternsof
selective perceptionwere anchoredin dissonancetheories (Festinger1957; Fiske
and Taylor1991), it is also possible to addressthese processes on the basis of alternativeconcepts in the newer arsenalof political cognition research(Ottatiand
Wyer 1990). For example, individualswho receive messages that do not correspond with preexisting conceptions may simply lack a cognitive structureto
incorporatethe information,thereby integratingit in an inappropriatemanner
(Lodge and Hamill 1986). In the present context, they might incorrectlyidentify
the message being communicatedthroughpolitical discussion.
Ambiguity, Context, and Cognition
Particularlyin the context of ambiguous political messages, people are also
likely to employ contextually based cognitive shortcuts in evaluating socially
communicated information. In their classic articulationsof representativeness
and availabilityas judgmentalheuristics,Kahnemanand Tversky(1973; Tversky
and Kahneman1973, 1974) demonstratethat individualsoften make judgments
that seem most representativeof the evidence, guided by the availabilityof similar past experiences (see also Kinder 1978; Sniderman, Brody, and Tetlock
1991). In the present context, consider the following evaluationsof a coworker's
political preference.First:Joe is a good guy; he is a lot like me; I'm voting for
Bill Clinton;Joe will probablyvote for Clinton too. Alternatively:Joe is a good
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guy; he is a lot like the other people at work; most of them are voting for Bill
Clinton; Joe will probablyvote for Clinton too. In either case, expectationsregarding Joe's behavior are not seriously called into question by the (perhaps
intentionally)obscure message that Joe is sending.2
Mechanisms such as these might be seen in the context of behavioral and
hence imperfectimplementationsof a Bayesian logic with prior informationupdatedby (biased) sample data.When citizens interpretan ambiguoussignal sent
though social communication,they might evaluate that signal in the context of
priorinformation,but where does such informationoriginate?One answeris that
the prior informationis based on supportlevels in the largerenvironment:people who live in Democraticcounties, for example, might reasonablyexpect their
associates to be Democrats. This prior information is combined with sample
data,where the sample data are obtainedthroughpersonalexperience-personal
experiencethat arises due to the citizen's own biased sample of social encounters
accumulatedduringeverydayroutines.Bayesian logic may not come naturallyto
many citizens, however,and experimentalresults indicate that people rely heavily on their own vivid experience (the sample data), while they systematically
undervaluethe prior information-Kahneman and Tversky's (1973) base rate.
Several questions quite naturally arise with respect to socially communicated
political information:How importantare such informal sample data in the evaluation of political communication?How importantis the prior information?
While cognitive shortcutsmay be quite efficient and perform quite well overall, they might also give rise to distortionsand communicationfailures. In terms
of political communicationbetween discussion partners,empirical demonstrations of misperception and systematic bias in political cognition are readily
available.Citizens are certainlymore likely to perceive discussants'preferences
accurately if they share the discussants' preferences (Huckfeldt et al. 1995;
Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995), but these empirical demonstrationsshow something else as well. The perceptionof a discussant'spolitical preferencedepends
on contextualopinion distributions-the perceptionis biased in the directionof
environmentalpreference distributionsquite independentlyof the discussant's
true preference.How should we explain these environmentaleffects?
One explanationfocuses on the importanceof the externalmacroenvironment:
people who live in Republican or Democratic communities might be more
likely to generalize on the basis of these external environmentswhen making
judgments regardinga particularpolitical message received throughsocial communication. Consider the 1992 campaign in the context of a traditionally
2A direct parallel is readily drawnbetween these personal experience heuristics, on the one hand,
and the structuralequivalence explanationsinvoked by networktheorists, on the other (Burt 1987).
In particular,the representativenessargumentsuggests thatpeople base their social and political cognitions of other individualson the extent to which these other individuals can be seen to represent
particularsocial categories. According to structuralequivalence, one very importantform of social
influence derives from the extent to which one individualsees anotheras occupying a similar location in social structure.In both instances, social location drives perception.
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Democraticcounty. If Gloria tells Burt that Bill Clinton lacks foreign policy experience, he may assume that she would have preferredsome other Democratic
candidatebut that she is likely to vote for Clintonanyway.In the context of a Republicancounty,he may assume that she will vote for George Bush. In Bayesian
terms, such a potential explanationsuggests that people generalize on the basis
of prior informationtaken from the externalenvironment.
Given generallypessimistic reviews regardingthe ability of citizens to engage
in Bayesianreasoningbased on the use of prior information,why should we expect individualsto make use of informationtaken from the externalenvironment
in this way? A long and continuing traditionof empirical research in political
science has demonstratedthe importanceof the macroenvironment,frequently
defined at the county level, for the behaviorof individualcitizens. A wide range
of activities, inferences,preferences,and perceptionsare shown to be contingent
on macrolevel circumstances (Glaser 1994; Key 1949; Miller 1956; Putnam
1966; Wright 1976). It is important,then, to understandthese macroenvironmental effects more fully: does the macroenvironmenttranslatedirectly into an
informationsource that citizens use in drawinginferences and making decisions,
are these effects simply the spuriousconsequences of model misspecification,or
are they filteredthrougheffects on microenvironmentalsocial interaction?
Indeed, an alternative explanation stresses the importance of nested environments, operating at multiple levels, which serve to establish successive,
interdependentfilters on political communication.At one level, the supply of
potential discussants is imposed by the external macroenvironment,and communication networks are individually constructed within the context of this
externally provided supply (Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995). These networks, in
turn,providethe relevantenvironmentagainstwhich political messages are evaluated (Finifter 1974). People understandpolitical informationwithin the context
of the world they know best-the world createdby their own patternsof social
interaction.In terms of the Bayesian logic, ratherthan combiningpriorinformation with their own sample estimates, people might instead disregardthe prior
information,forming a judgmentbased on their own personallycollected sample
data.The first explanationsuggests that people generalize on the basis of an external environment,while the second suggests that they generalize on the basis
of their own experience of that environment,as it is realized through individually distinctive networks of political communication. The questions to be
addressedin this analysis are the following: How importantare these inferential
criteria?How well do they perform,for which people, underwhat circumstances,
with what consequence?Before undertakingthis analysis, we turn to the design
of the study.
Study Design and Method
Political communication occurs in the context of individual preference and
environmental supply. The exposure to particular messages, as well as the
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perceptionof those messages, depends on a citizen's own preferencesinteracting
in complex ways with the preferencesof othersin the citizen's surroundingenvironment. As a consequence, this analysis confronts significant measurement
challenges. In additionto the standardmeasures of political preferenceobtained
through sample surveys, measures of social network constructionare also required,as well as measures of the external environment.Moreover,information
regardingpolitical communicationnetworksmust come fromtwo sources:the perceptions of the main respondentsand the self-reportsof the networkdiscussants.
The fieldworkfor this study was designed to investigatethe acquisitionof political information at the intersection between individual citizens and the
environment.In this paper we focus on individuals,the socially communicated
informationto which they are exposed, the effectiveness of that communication
as measured by the accuracy of their perceptions, and the larger environment
from which the informationis drawn.Measurementthus occurs at several levels. First, a survey is conducted with a nationally representativesample of the
American population immediately after the 1992 presidentialelection. Second,
social network data are collected based on the report of the main respondent.
Third,we verify main respondentperceptionsby interviewing discussants who
belong to the networksdefinedby the main respondents.Finally,individualsand
their networks are measuredwith reference to distinctive environmentsthat are
externalto the individual. For purposes of this paper,the external environment
is measuredat the county level, based on a stratifiedcluster sample design with
40 separatecounty samples. (Study design details are availablein the appendix.)
The design of the name generatorfor collecting the social networkdata is particularly importantto the researchreportedhere. Each of the main respondents
was asked: "Lookingback over the last six months, I'd like to know the people
you talked with about mattersthat are importantto you. Can you think of anyone?" We used this probe to compile a list of no more than four first names. At
the point when either the respondentcould offer no more names, or the respondent had provided four names, a follow-up question asked for the first name of
someone else with whom they discussed the election: "Aside from anyone you
have alreadymentioned,who is the person you talkedwith most aboutthe events
of the recent presidential election campaign?"Thus, the last named "political
discussant"could not be someone who had alreadybeen identifiedby the main
respondent,and the end result of the name generatorwas some combinationof
(1) between zero and four "importantmatters"discussantsand (2) either zero or
one "political"discussant, with no discussant named twice.3 After identifying
3 One of the largergoals of this study is to identify patternsof political communicationacross the
main respondents'ranges of contacts, regardlessof whethera discussantis rankedhighly on a list of
explicitly political discussants, and this goal is accomplishedby employing a more inclusive name
generator.By incorporatingthe follow-up probe for the name of an explicitly defined political discussant, we are able to achieve a high rate of coverage for the political discussants as well. For
furtheranalyses see Huckfeldtet al. 1995.
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the list of discussants, interviewersasked a battery of questions regardingeach
discussant,includingthe respondent'sperceptionof which presidentialcandidate
the discussant supportedin the previous election.
Finally, at the end of the survey, interviewersasked the main respondentsif
they would be willing to provideidentifying information-either a name and address or a telephone number-that would make it possible to interview the
discussants. Based on this information, interviews were conducted with 841
nonspouse discussants and another271 spouse discussants.The nonspouse discussant interviews are employed here, allowing us to compare the main
respondent'sperception of the discussant'spolitical preferencewith the discussant's own self-report.Thus, our unit of analysis is a nonspouse dyad, where
some main respondentsare involved in more than one dyad, and our analyses are
based on the self-reportsof main respondentsand discussantsas well as main respondents'perceptionsof discussantsand their preferences.4
Levels of Political Agreement
How widespread is political disagreementwithin social networks?How frequently do people encounter contrary political preferences within their own
self-defined social space?To the extent thatpeople invoke political criteriain the
constructionof social networks,we should expect high levels of political agreement. Alternatively,to the extent that social location is highly related both to
individual political preference and to systematic patterns of social interaction,
we should expect political homogeneity to occur quite independentlyof the individualexercise of political criteriain the selection of associates. Finally,it may
be that social communicationis so effective that political agreementis the necessary consequence of social interaction, and political homogeneity would
thereby become the stable equilibriumoutcome of a powerful social influence
dynamic.
Choosing among these explanations might be a difficult task, except that
none of them fit the data. We consider the relationship between the selfreportedcandidatepreferencesof the main respondentsand discussantsin Table
IA. Candidatepreference is defined as self-reportedvote choice among those
main respondentsand discussants who reportedvoting. Among those individuals who reportednot voting, it is defined as the candidatethey favoredmost on
three candidate evaluation questions. Individualswho neither voted nor had a
favored candidate are treated as being nonsupporters.The top cell entry-the
column percentage-is the percentage of discussants in the column who support each candidate,conditional on the main respondent'scandidatepreference.
The bottom cell entry the total table percentage-is the percentage of all the

The resulting data includes 841 dyads based on 841 discussantsand 519 main respondents.
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TABLE1

Levels of Political Agreement Regarding Candidate Preference
A. All Nonspouse Dyads
Main RespondentPreference
Discussant Preference
None
Bush
Clinton
Perot

column % =
total % =
column % =
total % =
column % =
total % =
column % =
total % =

Total N = 794
ColumnN =

None

Bush

Clinton

Perot

3.8
.1
15.4
.5
34.6
1.1
46.2
1.5

1.7
.6
63.7
23.2
20.1
7.3
14.5
5.3

1.4
.6
22.6
10.1
62.7
28.0
13.3
5.9

2.4
.4
26.4
4.2
40.8
6.4
30.4
4.8

26

289

354

125

B. Nonspouse dyads in which the discussant is either named as a political discussant,or in
which an importantmattersdiscussantis someone with whom the main respondent
"often"discusses politics
Main RespondentPreference
Discussant Preference
None
Bush
Clinton
Perot

column % =
total % =
column % =
total % =
column % =
total % =
column % =
total % =

TotalN = 306
ColumnN =

None

Bush

Clinton

Perot

.0
.0
14.3
.3
42.9
1.0
42.9
1.0

.0
.0
65.7
22.6
17.1
5.9
17.1
5.9

.7
.3.
24.2
11.8
65.8
32.0
9.4
4.6

2.2
.3
24.4
3.6
40.0
5.9
33.3
4.9

7

105

149

45

dyads demonstratingthe particularpreference combination. Thus, looking at
the top cell entry, we see that 64% of the main respondentswho supportBush
are paired with a discussant who also supported Bush, 63% of Clinton supporters are paired with a discussant who supportedClinton, and 30% of Perot
supportersare paired with a discussant who supportedPerot. Alternatively,by
summing together the bottom cell entries along the main diagonal, we see that
56% of the dyads involve objectively defined agreement regarding candidate
support.
These levels of agreementare higherthan one would expect on the basis of the
column marginals (chi-squarep-value = .00), and thus the evidence certainly
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fails to supporta naive randommixing assumption.At the same time, however,
there is little evidence to suggest an overpoweringprocess of social influence,
nor any rigid enforcementof political criteriain the constructionof social interaction patterns, nor any overwhelming synergy between social location and
political preferenceon the one hand and social location and social interactionon
the other.The reality of social communicationis more complex and more interesting, falling between expectations of random mixing on the one hand, and
lock-grippolitical uniformitywithin small social groups on the other (Huckfeldt
1983; Przeworski1974; Sprague 1976).
Levels of disagreementbecome even more impressivewhen it is remembered
that we are dealing with dyads ratherthan complete networks.If for the moment
we set the probability of agreement at .6 and assume it is independentacross
dyads for the same main respondent,then the probabilityof agreement across
three dyads in the same networkwould be: .63 = .22. In other words, the probability of encounteringdisagreementwithin a closely defined social space would
rise to approximately.8 for a single citizen. Even though the probabilityof disagreementis not independentacross the discussantswithin a single network,this
exercise helps to illustratethat exposure to disagreementand diverse opinions
throughsocial interactionis unlikely to be a rare event. Indeed, it appearsto be
the norm, and it is certainlya phenomenonworthy of study.5
One final issue must be reconsideredbefore proceeding. Our name generator
produces "importantmatters" discussants as well as "political" discussants.
Some of these importantmattersdiscussantsalso serve as frequentpolitical discussants, and some do not. Thus, we must consider whetheragreementmight be
higher among political discussants and among importantmatters discussants
with whom the frequency of political discussion is higher. In other words, are
levels of political agreementmore pronouncedwithin political informationnetworks than within social networksmore generally defined?
Note that we do not intend to explain levels of political agreementbased on
whether people discuss politics. Our only goal is descriptive to determine
whether objectively defined agreement is higher either when the frequency of
political discussion is higher, or when someone is specifically identifiedas a political discussant.In keeping with this objective,Table lB replicates IA, but only
for those dyads in which the discussant is identified by the main respondent
either as a political discussantor as an importantmattersdiscussantwith whom
the main respondent"often"discusses politics. While there are some variations
in levels of objectivelydefinedagreementconsideredwithin particularcategories,
5 We do not have a sufficientsample of main respondentswith three intervieweddiscussantsto estimate these probabilitiesdirectly,but we can estimatethe probabilityof perceived disagreementwith
three discussants, rememberingthat it will be somewhat smaller than the probabilityof actual disagreement due to perceptual biases toward agreement. Among respondents who identified three
discussants, the overall probability of perceived disagreement with at least one discussant is .63
among Clinton supporters,.76 among Bush supporters,and .94 among Perot supporters.
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the overall level is nearly identical: 59% of these dyads involve a shared vote
preference. In short, political agreement falls short of being complete even
among explicitly definedpolitical discussants.6
Environmentally Contingent Patterns of Political Communication
Is the exposureto alternativepolitical preferencescontingenton the macroenvironmentaldistributionof these preferences?Otherwork demonstratesthat the
social and partisan composition of social interactionpatterns reflects the surrounding social context defined at the neighborhood level (Huckfeldt 1986;
Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995), but neighborhoods are not best defined as
macroenvironments.Rather,they are reflectionsof proximatepolitical and social
structure an environmentallevel experiencedby the individualin a very direct
and immediatemanner.People experience their neighborhoodswhen they drive
home after work, when they take a walk, when they go outside to pick up the
morning paper.
In contrast,our interesthere is directedtowardthe macroenvironmentalreality, measuredat the level of the county,that is experiencedby most citizens only
indirectly and in a very fragmentedfashion. Except in the most rural circumstances, no one experiences their county directly, as a whole. Rather, the
experience comes in bits and pieces, and people impose their own individually
defined structureupon it. They work at one place, live in another,shop somewhere else, and each setting provides only one glimpse of the larger whole.
Moreover,these fragmentaryexperiences do not provide a random sample, but
rather an aggregation of experiences that reflect idiosyncratic choices, habits,
and predispositions.In short, to ask whether the macroenvironmentdefined at
the county level affects the individualexperience of political disagreementis to
impose a tough test on an environmentalargument(Brown 1981). Weare asking
whetheran impersonalobjective reality that lies beyond the reach of individual
manipulationis able to penetrate the individuallytailored lives that citizens live.
This question is addressedin Figure IA by aggregatingthe main respondents
within each of the 40 county samples. In each county sample we calculate the
averageproportionof discussantsnamed by the main respondentswho are perceived to be Clinton supporters.7This proportionis, in turn, scattered on the
proportionof presidentialvoters in the county who. accordingto official returns.
6Indeed,the simple relationshipbetween objectively defined agreementand the main respondent's
reportof political discussion frequencyis quite weak (r = .10; gamma = .16). In contrast,the simple relationship between discussion frequency and the main respondent's perception of the
discussant'spolitical knowledge is much stronger(7r= .38; gamma = .58). In short,there is little evidence here to suggest that people carefully avoid political conversationswith discussantswho hold
wrongheadedviews, but other analyses (Huckfeldtand Pappi 1996) show a very strong relationship
between discussion frequencyand perceived political knowledge.
7We employ the main respondentperceptions in order to maximize the N-size within counties.
Such a proceduredoes not compromisethe argumentbeing made here.

FIGURE1
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cast their votes for Clinton.Thus, each point on the scatterplotrepresentsa particular county sample, and the superimposedline representsthe predicted least
squaresregression line.
Figure IA demonstratesa strongand directrelationshipbetween the composition of social networks and the composition of the county populations within
which these networksare constructed.The mean proportionof discussants who
are perceived to be Clinton supportersin a main respondent'snetworkis closely
related to the proportionof county voters who supportedClinton in the 1992
election. Figure IA only shows supportfor Clinton;the same basic patternalso
holds for Bush support.(Significantlyfor our later argument,county variationin
levels of support for Perot is insufficient to sustain a similar analysis of Perot
support.)
Some readersmight object that such an analysis fails to recognize that people
who live in Democratic counties are not only more likely to encounterDemocrats,but they are also more likely to be Democratsand hence to seek out other
Democrats as discussants. Such an argumentis certainlyjustified, but there is
still more to the story. People who live in Democratic counties may be Democrats because they talk with other Democrats (Brown 1981)! This simultaneity
problem is addressed elsewhere in the context of these data (Huckfeldt et al.
1995). For presentpurposes it is only importantto show that people who live in
Democratic counties are more likely to be imbedded in networkspopulatedby
Democrats. Indeed, even when we conservatively assume that political preferences are exogenous and prior to patterns of social interaction-by repeating
Figure IA separatelyfor main respondentswho support Clinton and Bush in
Figures 1B and 1C-we continue to see the effect of county composition. In
summary,the externallydefined macroenvironmentintrudeson the private,idiosyncraticpatternsof social interactionthat occur within the microenvironments
of our respondents.And a primaryfocus of this paper is on the relative consequences of both microenvironmentsand macroenvironmentsfor the political
communicationthat occurs between and among individualcitizens.
Distortions in Political Communication
Thus far we have focused on the exposure of main respondentsto political
preferencesthat differ from their own, but this is only one part of the problem.
People might be exposed to divergentpolitical preferenceswithout ever realizing
it, and a variety of factors have the potential to renderpolitical communication
ineffective by distortingthe message being sent from one person to another.Indeed, we can think of two separate stages in communication: exposure and
recognition.We have seen that exposure occurs at the intersectionof individual
preferenceand environmentalsupply (Huckfeldt et al. 1995). What are the factors that determine the effectiveness of political communication-the accurate
recognitionof a discussant'spolitical preference?
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First, we might expect characteristicsof the sender to be importantin determining the effectiveness of communication.In particular,strongopinions should
communicatemore clearly than weak ones (Latane 1981). In terms of this analysis, people with intensely held opinions and preferences are more likely to
communicatein a direct and unambiguousmanner.
Second, to the extent that citizens engage in strategic obfuscation (MacKuen
1990), we should expect the clarity of political messages to decline as a consequence of the receiver-s level of opinionation and commitment. The sender
should be most likely to obfuscate when the receiver is highly opinionated,and
hence the same factors that, on the part of the sender, give rise to effective and
unambiguouscommunicationmight at the same time impede effective communication when they are present on the part of the receiver. In short, we might
expect accuracyto increasewhen the sender of a message is highly opinionated,
but to decrease when the receiver is highly opinionated.8
Third,to the extent that citizens perceive social communicationin the context
of the larger environment on the basis of a Bayesian logic that employs environmentally derived prior information-we should expect distortion to arise
when the preference of a sender is less common in the larger environment.In
otherwords, minoritypreferenceswould be expected to communicateless effectively (Huckfeldtand Sprague 1987; Miller 1956).
Fourth,to the extent that citizens form expectationson the basis of their own
personallyrealized patternsof social interaction to the extent that they update
the prior informationbased on their own biased sample data distortionis more
likely to arise when a sender'spreferenceis less common within the remainderof
the receiver'ssocial network.Once again,minoritypreferenceswould be expected
to communicateless effectively, but in this context minoritypreferencesare defined relativeto the idiosyncraticallydefined interactionpatternsof the receiver.
Fifth, the accuracy and effectiveness of communicationmight depend on exposure frequency.The more frequentlyone citizen is exposed to the preferences
of another,the more likely it is that distortion will be reduced and clarity enhanced. Latane (1981, 334) argues that social influence depends on three
characteristicsof the source: strength, immediacy, and number.We have conceived strength as the extent to which the sender is highly opinionated, and
immediacy is subsumed by our definition of a social network the discussants
are, by definition,close to the respondentsin time and space. In contrast,"number" refers to multiple and extended opportunitiesfor the main respondentto
receive the same messages from the same source. All else being equal, multiple
opportunitiesfor the reception of a message should increase the clarity with
which the message is communicated.
8

An alternativeargumentis that strong opinions on the part of the receivertend to obscure political communication because intense preferences lead to selective perception. Such an argument
producesan empiricalexpectationthat is coincidentalwith the expectationgeneratedby the strategic
obfuscationargument.
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Finally,a great deal of evidence accumulatedin a broadrange of settings suggests the existence of a "false consensus effect" in which people project their
own beliefs onto their perceptions of others (Fabrigarand Krosnick 1995;
Granberg 1987; Granberg and Brent 1983; Krueger and Clement 1994;
Kruegerand Zeigler 1993). As a consequence,political messages are more likely
to be interpretedaccuratelywhen there is objectivelydefined agreementin political preferencesbetween the sender and the receiver of communication.Perhaps
the largerquestion for this analysis is all the various ways in which the presence
of agreement or disagreementmight be related to accuracy.One interpretation
focuses on dissonance reduction and the tendency of citizens to avoid the
psychic discomfort of political disagreement through selective perception.
Alternatively,disagreementmight give rise to strategic obfuscation on the part
of the sender of a message, and hence the clarity of communication could
be reduced as a function of disagreementbecause people send vague signals
to sidestep potential conflict. Yet another explanation is that citizens perceive the preferencesof others in the context of their own preferencesand, lacking strong evidence to the contrary, infer agreement. This last argument is
actually anotherversion of Bayesian updating,where the sample informationis
based on an N-size of one namely the receiver'sown preference.In short, the
relationshipbetween agreementand accuracymight be seen in the context of the
other explanationswe are entertaining,and one purpose of this analysis is to
understand the ways in which disagreement is obscured through these
mechanisms.
As a first step in the analysis of distortedmessages, Table 2 shows the levels
of accuracy with which main respondentsperceive the political preferences of
their discussants, contingent on the particularcombination of preferences between the main respondentand the discussant.The table shows several things.
First, within each category of main respondentpreference,the level of accuracy
is highest when the discussant agrees with the main respondent,but this is only
barely the case among main respondentswho support Perot. Second, the table
shows that accuracy is especially low among main respondent supportersof
Bush or Clinton who have a Perot supporteras a discussant.Third, among the
main respondentswho supportPerot,we see levels of accuracythat are generally
quite high. But Perot supportersare less likely to recognize agreementcorrectly
than are Clinton and Bush supporters.
What do we learn from Table 2? First, distortionsin communicationproduce
the net effect of reducinglevels of disagreement,but only slightly.While 56% of
the dyads involve objectively defined agreement, 61% of the dyads involve a
main respondentwho perceives agreement. Second, some preferencesare communicated less effectively than others they are subject to higher levels of
distortion.In particular,it would appearthat Perotpreferencesdo not communicate well. The main respondents are less likely to perceive Perot discussants
accurately,even when they are Perot stupportersthemselves!
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TABLE 2

Percent of Main Respondents Who Perceive Discussants'
Candidate Preferences Accurately by Reported Preferences
of the Discussant and the Main Respondent
Self-Reported
Main Respondent

Preference
Discussant

Percentof Main Respondents
Who PerceiveDiscussantAccurately

N

Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
Clinton

Clinton
Bush
Perot
None

89.8
68.4
33.3
0.0

215
76
45
5

Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush

Clinton
Bush
Perot
None

71.1
93.2
58.5
0.0

52
177
41
4

P,erot
Perot
Perot
Perot

Clinton
Bush
Perot
None

72.9
66.7
74.3
100.0

48
30
35
2

None
None
None
None

Clinton
Bush
Perot
None

75.0
50.0
36.4
100.0

8
2
11
1

Why was communicationregardingPerot subject to higher levels of distortion? A numberof answersare plausible,but in the context of our argument,one
answer stands out. CommunicationregardingPerot may have been renderedineffective because Perotsupportwas both rareand lacking in social concentration.
As the Table2 marginalsshow, not only were Perot supportersa decided minority, but their patternsof political communicationwere widely dispersed.Among
all the dyads where the main respondentsupportedPerot, only 30% involved a
discussant who also supportedPerot (see Table IA). In such a context, discussions with Perot supporterswere relatively rare events, even for people who
supportedPerot. In summary,Perot supportmay not communicatewell because
people do not expect to encounterPerot supporters.If such an interpretationis
on target,we should expect to see similar patternsof recognition and distortion
for Bush and Clinton preferences as well, depending on the minority or majority
standing of the preferences within main respondents'social settings.9
9The dangerof focusing too intentlyon Perot is that -theremay be other factorsunique to his candidacy and supportersthat impede the accurate recognition of those who support him. In fact,
however,complementarypatternsare found with respect to interactionpatternsfor minorityparties
in other nationalcontexts (see Huckfeldt,Pappi,and Ikeda 1996), and we shall see that the same patterns are sustainedfor Clinton and Bush supporterswhen they are in a minority.
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Evaluating Sources of Distortion

We shift our focus in this section to a direct analysis of distortion and the
sources of distortion in political communication. The criterion variable is
whether or not individuals correctly perceive the political preferences of their
discussants with respect to the 1992 presidentialcandidates.Main respondents
who perceive a discussantas supportingClinton, for example, are coded as perceiving correctly if the discussant reports supporting Clinton. This variable
provides us with a direct measure of perceptualaccuracy,where incorrectperception indicates that distortionhas renderedcommunicationineffective. Which
sources of distortionare most influential?
Table3 presentsa logit model where correctperceptionis regressedon a set of
explanatoryvariables:(1) whetheror not the main respondentand the discussant

TABLE 3

Does the Main Respondent Correctly Perceive
the Discussant's Vote Preference?
Logit Model

Constant
Agreement within dyad (dummy)
Agreement within network
Agreement within county
Discussant preference intensity
Main respondent preference intensity
Discussant time of decision
Main respondent time of decision
Reported frequency of political discussion within dyad

Coefficient

s.e.

t-ratio

-1.961
0.959
1.032
1.998
0.031
-0.015
0.456
0.144
0.367

0.436
0.257
0.380
0.884
0.014
0.014
0.108
0.105
0.143

-4.496
3.730
2.719
2.260
2.191
-1.095
4.227
1.372
2.564

Number of cases = 625
Log likelihood ratio = 144.793 with 8 d.f.
Chi2 p-value = 0.000
McFadden's rho2 = 0.209

agreementwithin dyad: agreementbetween main respondentand discussant, 1 = yes; 0 = no
agreementwithin network:proportionof residualnetworkthat is perceived to hold the same preference as that reportedby the discussant
agreementwithin county:proportionof county voters who voted for the candidatefavoredby the discussant
main respondentand discussantpreferenceintensities:standarddeviationfor individualratingsof the
three candidates-Perot, Bush, and Clinton
main respondentand discussanttimes of vote decision: 0 = nonvotersand voters who decided during the last week of the campaign; 1 = voters who decided earlierduringthe fall campaign;2 =
voters who decided duringthe summer;3 = voters who decided before the summer
frequency of political discussion within dyad: 0 = main respondentperceives that political discussion never occurs with discussant; 1 = rarelyoccurs; 2 = sometimes occurs; 3 = often occurs
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agree regardingtheir candidatepreferences,(2) the preferencesthat are perceived
to be present in the rest of the main respondent'snetwork of associates, (3) the
preferencecomposition of the macroenvironmentmeasuredat the county level,
(4) the intensity of the candidatepreferencesheld by both the main respondent
and the discussant,(5) the "timeof decision" for the vote choices of the main respondentand the discussant,and (6) the main respondent'sreportedfrequencyof
political discussion with the discussant.With the exception of agreement,which
is measuredwith a simple dummyvariablewhere "1" is set to "agree,"the constructionof these explanatoryvariablesrequiressome elaboration.'0
The measure of macroenvironmentalpreference composition is taken from
county voting returns.For each discussant,we code the proportionof the county
voting in agreement with the discussant's own reported candidate preference.
Thus, if the discussant reportsa preferencefor Clinton, we code the proportion
of the county voting for Clinton, and we treatthis as the basis for the (Bayesian)
priorinformation.The hypothesis is that, to the extent that main respondentsinfer discussantpreferencesbased on macroenvironmentalsupportlevels, they will
be more likely to be correct if the county reflects the discussant'spreference."
A similar set of proceduresis employed with respect to the preference composition of the main respondent'sremainingnetwork of reportedcontacts-the
sample datathat might be used to updatethe priorinformation.We code the proportion of the remaining network that shares the discussant's self-reported
preference, based on the main respondents'perceptions of the other network
members, and we limit the analysis to main respondentswho identify at least
three discussants.Finally,the discussantwho is involved in the dyad being analyzed is eliminated from the network for purposes of determining network
political composition, and the resultingexplanatoryvariableis the partisancomposition of the "residualnetwork"absent the discussantbeing analyzed.12 Thus
'?We subjectedthe model to furtheranalyses by including several controls for the natureof the relationship between the main respondentand the discussant:whether the discussant was a relative,
whetherthe discussantwas a close friend,whetherthe discussantwas named as the final "political"
discussant.None of these additionalfactors resulted in any statisticallydiscernibleeffects, and they
did not produceany meaningfulchanges in the other estimates.
" The county is well suited to our analyticpurposes:It has been widely employed as a unit of aggregation in many political analyses. It is substantiallylarger than the neighborhoodor any other
small cohesively defined unit, therebyapproximatingthe macroenvironment.It is widely recognized
by most Americancitizens as an importantpolitical subdivision.
12 These proceduresare worthy of furtherelaboration.First, the discussantinvolved in the dyad is
removed from the network measure in a conservative effort to avoid any exaggerationof network
compositional effects-the resulting networkmeasure is not, by construction,related to the dependent variable.Second, we only include respondentswho name three or more discussants so that the
residual networkmeasure is always based on at least two discussants.Including dyads in which the
main respondentnames only two discussants does not significantly change the pattern of effects
demonstratedhere. Finally,while it might be interestingto base the residualnetworkmeasureon the
self-reportedvotes of discussants,neitherthis study nor any other study possesses an adequatesnowball sample of interviewswith discussantsto constructsuch a measure.Moreover,it is less than clear
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we are able to address the following question:Are the main respondents'perceptions of a discussant'scandidatepreference affected by their perceptions of
other discussants?
The intensity of a respondent'scandidatepreferenceis measuredon the basis
of candidateevaluationquestions using an 11-point (0 through 10) scale. All of
the main respondentsand interviewed discussants were asked their evaluations
of Bush, Clinton, and Perot, and we construct a measure of opinion intensity
based on the variancearoundeach individual'smean candidateevaluation(d.f. =
2), where a higher variance indicates a more opinionateddiscussant.'3In keeping with our earlier discussion, more intense opinions on the part of the
discussant(the sender) are expected to reduce distortion,but more intense opinions on the part of the main respondent(the receiver) are expected to increase
distortionto the extent that they encouragethe discussantto engage in strategic
obfuscation.
Finally,we measure frequencyof exposure in two ways: (1) the main respondent's reportedfrequencyof political discussion with the discussantand (2) the
time of the vote decision reportedby the discussant.(A control for the main respondent'stime of decision is includedas well.) We assume that discussantswho
decide early will have multiple opportunitiesto convey their preferencesto the
main respondents.A discussantwho finalizes the vote decision at the last possible moment may have little opportunityto convey a preferenceto anyone, even
if they regularlydiscuss the campaignwith their associates. Nonvoters and individuals who reportedmakinga decision "theweek before the election"are coded
0, those who made their decision "earlierin the fall campaigni"are coded 1,
those who decided "duringthe summer"are coded 2, and those who decided
"beforethe summer"are coded 3. Political discussion frequency is coded 0 for
"never,"1 for "rarely,"2 for "sometimes,"and 3 for "often."
The results shown in Table 3 demonstrateeffects on clarity and distortion
that largely meet our expectations regardingdirections of effects, although the
that such a measure is desirablebecause this is one of the previouslymentioned cases in which perceptions are more importantthan reality. The real issue is whether a respondent'sperceptions of
candidatesupportin a more broadlydefined social networkaffect the accuracywith which she or he
perceives any single discussant'spreference.For these purposes, respondentperceptionsare the key.
In contrast, for purposes of the prior information,we are interestedin objectively defined circumstances in the externalenvironment,and the question is whetherrespondentstake advantageof such
information.
13The resultingmeasure,which has a range from 0 to 33, is designed to tap the intensity of an individual's candidate preference, relative to the available alternatives and independent of overall
favorability (or disgust) toward the candidates. Thus, evaluation scores of (10,9,8); (6,5,4); and
(3,2,1) would all yield the same value on our variance measure of opinionation.At the same time,
however,the measureof opinion intensity can only reach a high level if an individualholds relatively
extreme and diverse views on the particularcandidates,and hence intensity is predicatedon extremity. For a general discussion of alternativeviewpoints with respect to the measurementof attitude
strength,see Abelson 1995; Fazio 1995; Krosnickand Petty 1995.
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t-values for main respondentopinion intensity and time of decision do not satisfy null hypothesis rejection criteria. In summary, the model suggests that
respondentsare more likely to perceive discussant preferences correctly if: (1)
they agree with the discussant, (2) the rest of their networkagrees with the discussant, (3) voters in the county agree with the discussant, (4) the discussant
holds an intense preferenceregardingthe candidates,(5) the discussantmade an
earliervote decision, and (6) the main respondentreportsmore frequentpolitical
discussion with the discussant.
Before turningto the magnitudesof these effects, however, it is importantto
consider several adjustments in model specification, first with respect to the
strategic obfuscation argument.Our hypothesis was that the effects of opinion
intensity should be oppositely signed, with highly opinionateddiscussantsproducing more effective communicationand highly opinionatedmain respondents
producing less effective communication.While the directions of these effects
confirmedour expectations, the negative effect of main respondentopinion intensity was insufficient to reject the null hypothesis that the effect is equal to
zero. One alternativeis to reformulatethe question in a way that focuses on the
relative opinion intensity of the receiver and sender of the message: Is the clarity of communication enhanced to the extent that the discussant is more
opinionatedthan the main respondent?Is it attenuatedto the extent that the main
respondentis more opinionatedthanthe discussant?Such a formulationsuggests
that a single variablemight be constructedthat is the simple difference in opinion intensity between the main respondentand the discussant (main respondent
opinion intensity discussantopinion intensity), with the hypothesis that the effect be negatively signed. Such a procedureproduces an effect that lies in the
appropriatedirectionwith a strong t-value, even with a control for the main respondent'sopinion intensity.No effort is being made here to deceive the reader;
this new specificationis only an algebraicrearrangementof the Table 3 specification, and hence it offers no empirical basis for choosing between the
specifications.The advantageof this alternativeformulationis that it provides a
direct focus on the relative intensity of the opinions held by the receiver and the
sender of a political message.
Second, in light of the Table 2 results, we also tested an alternativespecification that included a dummy variable for whetherthe discussant supportedRoss
Perot.This produceda strong negative effect with a marginalt-value (1.7), and
it greatlyreducedthe effect of the county environment(t-value = .9). These two
variables discussantPerot supportand the percentageof the county supporting
the discussant'spreference are highly correlated(r = -.59), and thus we might
assume that the two are measuringthe same effect with respect to perceptualaccuracy. The variables are highly correlated because the respondents with a
discussant supportingPerot tend to be the same respondentswhose discussant's
candidatepreference fails to win widespread supportin the county population.
(The three-waydivision in the vote across the counties in our study ranges from
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27% to 79% for Clinton, from 16%to 58% for Bush, and from 5% to 28% for
Perot.)Thus, the county effect on misperceptionis absorbedby the effect of discussant Perot support. Even after taking account of microenvironmental
preference distributionswithin networks, Perot support does not communicate
well, probablybecause it is a relativelyrare event in the externalmacroenvironment, and hence the main respondentsare less likely to develop an expectation
that their discussant is a Perot supporter.These results suggest that we should
consider reformulatingthe basis of the prior information an issue that will be
addressedbelow.
An alternativemodel is displayed in Table 4 that incorporatesthe changes: it
includes the Perotsupportvariablefor the discussantand deletes the county variable, and it reformulatesthe effect of discussant and main respondentopinion
intensity.14The Perotsupportvariableproducesa negative effect on accuracyand
a crisp t-value, as does the difference between main respondentand discussant
opinion intensity.The coefficients and t-values for the othervariablesparallelthe
TABLE4

Does the Main Respondent Correctly Perceive the Discussant's
Vote Preference? Alternative Specification
Logit Model

Constant
Agreement within dyad (dummy)
Agreementwithin network
Discussant supportsPerot (dummy)
Main respondentpreferenceintensity
Difference between main respondentand discussant
preferenceintensity
Discussant time of decision
Main respondenttime of decision
Reportedfrequencyof political discussion within dyad

Coefficient

s.e.

t-ratio

-1.129
1.010
1.094
-0.673
0.016

0.386
0.257
0.372
0.252
0.018

-2.924
3.932
2.939
-2.673
0.893

-0.032
0.455
0.147
0.365

0.014
0.108
0.105
0.143

-2.232
4.201
1.392
2.543

Number of cases = 625
Log likelihood ratio = 146.653 with 8 d.f.
Chi2 p-value = 0.000

McFadden'srho2 = .211
discussantPerot support:1 = discussantreportsbeing a Perot supporter;0 otherwise

'4The original formulationwas aX + bZ, where X is the intensity of the discussant'sopinion and
Z is the intensity of the main respondent'sopinion. The new formulationis c(Z - X) + dZ, which
on rearrangementyields -cX + (c + d)Z. The values for c and d in Table 4 are -.033 and .018. If
Table4 is reestimatedwith the initial specificationof main respondentand discussantopinion intensity, the values for a and b are .033 and -.015. Thus, some simple arithmeticconfirms that -c is
isomorphicto a, and (c+d) is isomorphicto b.
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earlier specification shown in Table 3, and furtheranalyses are based on these
Table4 results.
How ImportantAre these Effects?
Certainlythe best-knownsource of distortionin the communicationof political informationis the political preference of the receiver (Klapper 1960). The
tendency of individualsto reinterpretinformationso that it coincides with their
own preferences is well known, and we have found the same tendency in our
own data (see Table 2). Thus, in assessing the importanceof various effects on
distortion, we adopt the effect of political disagreementwithin the dyad as a
comparativebaseline against which to judge the importanceof other factors and
their consequences for generatingdistortionsin communication.
In the nonlinear logit models of Tables 3 and 4, the effect of any single explanatory variable is a complex, multiplicative function of its own estimated
coefficient,the coefficients for the other explanatoryvariables,and the particular
levels of all other explanatoryvariables(Hanushekand Jackson 1977). In such a
context, perhapsthe best way to assess the effect of any particularexplanatory
variable is to use the estimated model to predict probabilityvalues across the
range of one explanatoryvariablewhile the others are held constantat mean or
typical values.15
Such an approachis employedin Figure2, where a direct comparisonis made
between the effect of agreementwithin the dyad and the effect of the preference
distributionin the residual network.The difference in the probabilityof correct
perceptionbetween dyads markedby agreementand disagreement,measuredas
the vertical distance between the two lines, varies from a high of .2 to a low of
.09. In comparison,the effect of the residual network,measuredas the vertical
increase in each of the lines across the graph, varies from .21 for a disagreeing
dyad to .1 for an agreeing dyad. Thus, the effect of agreement between the
sender and the receiver is comparableto the effect of preferencedistributionsin
the residualnetwork.Main respondentsare more likely to perceive a discussant
correctlyif they agree with the discussant,or if they perceive that the remainder
of the networkagrees with the discussant,and the two effects are comparablein
magnitude.
What are the consequences of this patternof effects for the relative influence
of minority and majority preference distributions?The two probability plots
from Figure 2 are redisplayedas tabulardata in Table 5. Severalthings are worthy of note. First, the lowest level of correct perception occurs in the bottom
left-handcell of the table, where the discussantis in disagreementboth with the
11
15
The mean values are .5 for networkagreementwith the discussant, for the main respondent's
preferenceintensity,0 for the differencebetween the preferenceintensityof the main respondentand
the discussant, 1.3 for the discussant'stime of decision, 1.2 for the main respondent'stime of decision, 2.0 for reporteddiscussion frequency.
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FIGURE2

Effect of Agreement within the Residual Network on the
Probabilityof Correct Perception, by the Presence or Absence of
Agreement within the Dyad
1.0
0.9

agreeingdyads

0.8

0.7
disagreeingdyads

:

0.6

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Agreement in Residual Network
Solurce:Table4 estimates

main respondentand with the residualnetwork.In this instancethe discussantis
in a minority and highly likely to be misperceived. But what of the situation
when the main respondent is part of the minority?This occurs in the bottom
right-handcell of the table, where it can be seen that the minority,as represented
by the main respondent,is much betterable to perceive the majorityopinion accurately.Thus it would appearthat the logic of inferenceandjudgment based on
personal experience loads the dice in favor of majorities at the expense of
minority opinion. People do not change their preferences based on perceived
agreement, but ratheron the basis of perceived disagreement(McPhee 1963).
Minoritiesare not only more likely to encounterdiscussantswith whom they disagree, but they are also more likely to recognize such disagreementwhen they
encounter it, thereby heightening the majority'snatural advantage (Huckfeldt
and Sprague 1995; Miller 1956).
While these results are coincidental with earlier work on the disadvantaged
position of political minorities,they provide a more complete and detailed specification of the majority's advantage. People who live in macroenvironments
dominatedby Democrats (or Republicans)are more likely to encounterDemocrats (or Republicans) in their networks of association. And to the extent that
these microenvironmentsof social relations are dominatedby partisansof one
type or another,citizens will be more likely to misperceive the occasional sup-
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TABLE 5

The Predicted Probability of Correctly Perceiving the Discussant by
Agreement between the Main Respondent and the Discussant and by
Agreement between the Discussant and the Residual Network
Percentof the Main Respondent'sResidual
NetworkThatAgree with the Discussant'sPreference

The main respondent:
Agrees with the discussant
Disagrees with the discussant

0%

50%

100%

.83
.63

.89
.75

.93
.84

Source. Table4 model.

porter of the opposite candidateor party.At the same time, however,if an individual's network of associates is in some way sheltered from the compositional
effects of the largerenvironment as a consequence of choice, or organizational
involvement,or perhapsby accident-then the minoritydisadvantagerealized in
terms of supply at the macroenvironmentallevel does not necessarily translate
into a communicationdisadvantagein terms of distortionand misperceptionat
the microenvironmentallevel. In this way, the composition of the microenvironment might serve as a shield or filter on macroenvironmentalinfluence-a result
that reconciles Finifter's(1974) introvertedRepublicanautoworkerswith Huckfeldt and Sprague's(1995) contextualeffects on political minorities.
A second comparisonof effects is presentedin Figure 3, where the effect of
agreementwithin the dyad is comparedto the intensity of the discussant'spolitical preference. Once again, the effects are highly comparable, with effects
across the range of discussantpreferenceintensitythat are comparableto the effects of agreement in the dyad. Moreover,Figure 4 shows that the time of the
discussant'svote decision is especially influentialin affecting the likelihood of
distortion,with an effect of .25 across its range among disagreeingdyads and an
effect of .13 among agreeing dyads. As a consequence, time of decision is perhaps even more importantas a predictorof correct perception than whether or
not agreementis present within the dyad.
It is importantto emphasizethatthe effects for discussanttime of decision are
in additionto effects that arise due to the frequencyof political discussion within
the dyad (as reportedby the main respondent).As Figure 5 shows, the effect due
to the reported frequency of political discussion is highly comparableto the
effect of agreement within the dyad. In short, people who make up their
minds early have more frequentopportunitiesto make their views known, independently of the frequency of political discussion or the intensity of their
preferences.

FIGURE3

Effect of Discussant Preference Intensity on the Probability of Correct
Perception, by the Presence or Absence of Agreement within the Dyad
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FIGURE4

Effect of Discussant's Time of Vote Decision on the Probability of Correct
Perception, by the Presence or Absence of Agreement within the Dyad
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FIGURE5

Effect of Political Discussion Frequency on the Probability of Correct
Perception, by the Presence or Absence of Agreement within the Dyad
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How much difference does it make whether the main respondentor the discussant is more highly opinionated?With other variablesheld constant at mean
values (and discussantPerot supportset to 0), the probabilityof correctperception for agreeing dyads is .95 when the discussantis maximally opinionatedand
the main respondentis minimallyopinionated,but .80 when the main respondent
is maximally opinionatedand the discussant is minimally opinionated.For disagreeing dyads the correspondingprobabilitiesare .88 and .60. And hence, as
expected,the potential effect is particularlylarge for disagreeing dyads.
Finally,what is the magnitudeof the "Peroteffect" to what extent is a Perot
preference less likely to be perceived accurately?With all other variablesheld
constantat their mean values, the Perot effect is -.15 for disagreeingdyads and
-.08 for agreeing dyads. That is, for discussion partnerswho disagree,the probability of correct perception is reduced by .15 if the discussant is a Perot
supporter.For discussion partnerswho agree, the probabilityof correct perception is reducedby .08 if the discussantis a Perot supporter.
What empiricalconclusions can be drawnfrom this analysis?First, characteristics of the discussant have a substantial effect on whether or not the main
respondentperceives the discussant'spreference correctly.Intensely held opinions communicatemore effectively, and people who make up their minds earlier
about the candidates are more likely to communicate their opinions clearly.
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Second, disagreementis an importantpredictorof distortedcommunication,but
it is not the most important indeed it is only one among several factors that
show importanteffects on distortionand clarity.Third,people collect their own
sample data in the course of day-to-dayliving, and they use these data to form
expectations regardingwhich candidatestheir associates are likely to support.
This means, for example, that people who are imbedded in networkspopulated
by Clinton supportersare more likely to overlookthe fact that one of their associates happensto supportBush.16 Finally,even afterthese other factors are taken
into account, some preferences communicate poorly, such as a preference for
Perot, and this is probablydue to the fact that they constituterare events in external macroenvironments.
Assessing the Quality of Social Communication
How much assistance does this analysis providein assessing the quality of social communicationin politics? First and most important,distortion does not
erase the importance of social communication in politics, and a great many
political signals are in fact getting throughto the receiver.No one should mistakenly assume that voters are infinitely willing and capable of rewriting the
texts of their conversationsand communicationsto suit their own preferences
and preconceptions.The preferenceof the receiver is only one of several factors
that might impede effective communication.Indeed,we might well arguethatthe
characteristicsof the sender are more importantthan the preferencesof the receiver in determiningthe clarity of communication.
Second, one of the most importantfactors that compromisesaccurateperception is a discussant who makes a late decision. But what does this mean? It
means, perhaps,that there is genuine deliberationoccurringin democraticpolitics. Citizens fail to send clear signals regarding their candidate preferences
because they have not yet decided what their preferenceswill be. Indeed,labeling this particular effect on perception as a distortion in communication is
perhapsmisleading.The communicationis not so much distortedas it is incomplete, and it may be incomplete because citizens are engaged in an ongoing
process of deliberation.
Third,the clarity of communicationis affected by the intensity of the communicated preference.Opinionateddiscussantscommunicatemessages with higher
levels of clarity.In combinationwith time of decision, this helps to identify the
characteristicsof opinion leaders in democraticpolitics (Berelson, Lazarsfeld,
16It is conceivable, of course, that people who misperceive one discussant in the context of four
other networkmembers are actually incorrectregardingall five! We cannot address this counterargument directly because the necessary discussant interviews are not available, but such an
interpretationconstitutes a significantstretch.Again, the overall probabilityof correct perceptionis
about .75, and the counterargumentsuggests that there are many people who are exceptionallyunlikely to perceive anyone correctly.
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and McPhee 1954; Lazarsfeld,Berelson, and Gaudet 1944). Correctperception
is both logically and empirically a preconditionfor personal political influence
(Huckfeldtand Sprague 1995), and thus the effective opinion leader in the deliberationsof democracyis the citizen with intensely held, enduringpreferences.
Fourth, while our analysis cannot entirely specify the process of conflict
avoidancein political communication,and while the empiricalresults are not unambiguous, the evidence of asymmetrical effects due to opinion intensity
provides some support for the role played by strategic obfuscation in dyadic
exchanges (MacKuen 1990). The probability of effective communication is
enhanced when the sender is more opinionatedthan the receiver, and it is diminished when the receiver is more opinionatedthan the sender. These results
coincide with an interpretationsuggesting that the social costs of disagreement
must be judged relativeto the intensity of underlyingopinions, and the interplay
between receiverand senderdetermineswhich opinion becomes ascendantin the
social exchange.
Fifth, we have identified several effects on the clarity and distortionof communicationthat are due to inferentialdevices based on the use of informationin
the environment.In Bayesian terms, there is evidence here to suggest that people use prior information in assessing the probability that their discussants
supportPerot. Relative to thirdparty and independentcandidaciesin other elections, Perot's candidacy was extraordinarilysuccessful, but this does not
diminish the fact that support for Perot was a relatively rare event in the 1992
election. At the nationallevel, only one in five voters supportedhim at the polls,
and the highest level of supportin our study counties was 28%. In this context it
would appearthat our respondentsmake use of this environmentalinformation
and hence do not expect Perot support.
How is this result reconciled with the generally pessimistic picture that is
drawnregardingthe Bayesian capacity of citizens to incorporateprior information into the process of inferential reasoning? Tversky and Kahneman (1982)
arguethat the effect of a base rate (or prior information)depends quite dramatically on the context of a particularinferentialproblem. For example, base rates
are more likely to be influentialwhen individualsinterpretthe informationas revealing something quite importantregardingthe likelihood of an event due to
"external-situationalfactors" independently of the immediate circumstances
("internal-dispositionalfactors")affecting the inference (1982, 159). In terms of
the Perot candidacy,our main respondentsappearto infer that Perot supportis a
very unlikely event, quite independentlyof the circumstancessurroundingany
particulardiscussant,and therein lies the influence of the prior information.Indeed, this "unpopularcandidate prior" is logically similar to the "causal base
rate"identifiedby Tversky and Kahneman(1982, 155): respondentsdo not expect their discussantsto have supportedPerot because the Perot candidacywas
demonstratedto be an unpopularcause that relativelyfew citizens supported.In
short, (1) the logic of the unpopularcandidateprior correspondsquite closely to
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other prior informationthat has been demonstratedto be influential;(2) it is not
unlike the prior informationthat citizens might employ in other similar political
settings (Bartels 1988); and thus (3) Bayesian reasoning based on environmentally supplied prior informationmay not be such a rare event in the real-world
involvementof citizens in democraticpolitics.
Finally, citizens generate political expectations of others based on their own
personal sample data. Citizens surroundedby the supportersof a particularcandidate are more likely to believe that any one of their discussants supportsthe
same candidate.But we have seen that the political composition of these microenvironmentsis affected by the political compositionof macroenvironments,and
thus we have identified a two-part indirect effect of macroenvironmentalpreference distributionson perceptions of political support: (1) Preference distributions in the macroenvironmentsystematically translate into corresponding
preference distributionswithin microenvironments.(2) People infer discussant
preferences based on the perceived composition of these microenvironments,
thereby indirectlytranslatingmajority standing in the macroenvironmentinto a
bias that exaggeratesthe perceptionof supportfor the majoritypreference.Not
only are membersof political majoritiesmore likely to encounterpeople who actually agree with their political views, but they are more likely to perceive
agreement even when people disagree. Not only are members of political
minorities more likely to encounter people who actually disagree with their
viewpoints, but they are also more likely to perceive disagreementeven when
people agree. In this way the perceived level of supportfor majoritypositions is
systematicallyoverestimated,and the perceived level of supportfor minoritypositions is systematicallyunderestimated(Huckfeldtand Sprague 1995).
While our analysis supportsthe argumentthatpeople use the low level of support for Perot as prior informationin forming inferences regardingdiscussant
preferences,we fail to find evidence that people use county-specificsupportlevels as prior information.How much difference does it make for the quality of
their inferences?To choose an exemplarycase, consider the Bayesian posterior
odds that a discussant supports Clinton, given that a respondentperceives the
discussantto supportClinton:
posterior odds

=

P(C)

P(NC)

x

P(PCIC)

P(PCINC)

= 4.56

where: P(C) = probabilitythat a voter in the county supportsClinton (mean
= .43); P(NC) = probability that a voter in the county does not support
Clinton (mean =.57); P(PCIC)= probabilitythat a main respondentperceives
a discussant as supporting Clinton given that the discussant does support
Clinton (sample estimate =.79); P(PCINC)= probabilitythat a main respondent perceives a discussant as supportingClinton given that the discussant
does not supportClinton (sample estimate = .13).
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Thus, the posterior probabilitythat a discussant supportsClinton, given that
the main respondentbelieves the discussantsupportsClinton, is:
P(CIPC) = 4.56/(1+4.56)

= .82

This exercise allows us to pose the following questions:What are the consequences of depending on prior information versus depending on personally
collected sample data? How do these two alternativescompareto the Bayesian
posterior?In the case of those main respondentswho believe that their discussant supportsClinton, Bayesian citizens would, based on the prior information,
discount their own judgment to produce an averageposteriorof .82. This posterior is much closer to the citizen's own originaljudgment (set atp = 1.0) than it
is to the averageprior informationderived from the externalmacroenvironment
(set at p = .43). In short, and for the averagerespondentin this particularinferential context, citizen judgment does not do a bad job of approximatingthe
Bayesianposterior,and it certainlydoes a betterjob thanpriorinformationbased
on county supportdata.
We do not intend to imply that the personalexperiencethat providesthe basis
for perceptualjudgment is wholly based on social interactionwithin the residual
network,or thatthe externalenvironmentis the only source of priorinformation.
(Indeed,direct interactionswith the discussantin question might provide both a
wealth of relevantpersonal experienceas well as other sources of priorinformation.) Neither are we suggesting that citizens are always good Bayesians. Indeed,
they would be more effective at interpretingpolitical communication if they
were! Rather, our only argument is that personal experience sometimes outperformsprior information,and at least in the case of perceiving Perot support,
citizens appearas though they invoke priorinformationbased on the low overall
level of supportfor Perot in the electorate.The bigger question for this analysis
is: What are the political biases that arise in the collective deliberations of
democraticpolitics due to the joint consequences of (1) ambiguous signals, (2)
inferences based on personal experience, and (3) environmentalinformation?
Conclusion: Ambiguous Signals and the MajoritarianBias
Not all political signals are ambiguous.As we have demonstrated,some individuals communicatetheir preferences quite forcefully and effectively. Citizens
with intense, long-enduring, and hence more socially visible preferences are
likely to be perceivedaccuratelyby their discussion partners.Indeed,they are the
opinion leaders in democraticpolitics-the citizens who exercise more than the
normal measureof influence in the collective workings of democracy(Berelson,
Lazarsfeld,and McPhee 1954; Lazarsfeld,Berelson, and Gaudet 1944).
While not all signals are ambiguous,many others are. Eitherbecause they are
motivatedby indifferenceor indecision or perhapsconflict avoidance, some citizens fail to communicatean unambiguouspreferencethroughpatternsof social
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communication.In such instances, their associates are more likely to invoke inferential decision rules and environmentally supplied data in forming an
impressionof their preferences.As we have seen, the preferencesof other associates are especially influentialfor affecting these sorts of inferences. Moreover,
the preference composition of microenvironmentsis not a simple reflection of
individual choice. Rather,networks of relationshipsare establishedat the intersection of individual choice and environmentalsupply.Hence, people are more
likely to associate with Democrats if they are imbeddedin a macroenvironment
where Democratsare in abundantsupply (Huckfeldtet al. 1995). What does this
mean for the exercise of majorityinfluence?
Not only are citizens more likely to interactwith Democratsif they live among
Democrats,but they are also more likely to infer that one of their associates is a
Democratif they believe that other associates are Democrats.As a consequence,
the power of majorityopinion is magnifiedby the inferentialdevices that citizens
use to reachjudgments in the face of ambiguouspolitical messages. Hence, it is
not simplythatminoritiesencountermore disagreement,but it is also the case that
they are more likely to recognize disagreementwhen they encounterit. In summary,the use of a personal experience heuristicgives rise to an overallpolitical
bias thatfavors the continueddominance of majorityopinion (Miller 1956). At
the same time, the personalexperienceheuristicmight also serve to shield citizens
from the largerenvironment,but only when individualsare able to swim against
the tide by constructingnetworksof association that run counterto the political
compositionof the largerenvironment(Finifter1974; Huckfeldtet al. 1995).
None of these tendenciestowarddistortionin the resolutionof communication
ambiguities should disguise two key facts: First, individual citizens are highly
likely to experiencepolitical disagreement.Second, distortionsin perceptionoccur on a systematic basis, but the pattern of distortion produces only a very
modest net difference between the actual level of disagreementand the level of
disagreementperceived by members of the electorate.This is primarilybecause
distortiondoes not consistentlyproduce perceptions of agreementwithin dyads.
Rather,individuals quite frequentlyand incorrectlyinfer majority opinion with
respect to other individualswho are, in fact, members of the minority.In other
words, ambiguityis not only resolved by inferringagreement,it is also resolved
by inferringmajorityopinion, even when theperson makingthe inferenceis part
of the minority!The ultimate irony is that fellow members of the same political
minority Clinton supporters in Bush counties, Bush supporters in Clinton
counties, and perhapsthe supportersof Ross Perot in almost any county frequently do not recognize the reality of their sharedopinions and preferences.
Appendix
This study is one part of a five-nation comparativeeffort undertakenin the
United Kingdom, Germany,Japan,Spain, and the United States duringthe early
1990s. The American study design is based on a stratified cluster sample in
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which the primary sampling units are counties. Three strata are employed:
county population size, the educational composition of the county population,
and the proportionalchange in the county'spopulationfrom 1980 to 1990. Based
on these strata,the county populationsof the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia were allocated to 20 cells, each of which included 5% of the
total population.A replicate design was employed in which two counties (or the
District of Columbia) were independentlychosen from each cell with replacement. And the probabilityof selecting a particularcounty within a particularcell
was proportionalto the relative population of the county within the cell. This
producedtwo separaterepresentativesamples of 20 counties each. Los Angeles
County appearsin both samples, and thus the end productis 40 county samples
drawnfrom 39 counties. Within each county, randomdigit dialing was used to
generatea sample of approximately33 respondentsper county sample, for a total sample of 1318 respondents.
While the main respondentsurvey provides the central data base for this paper, these survey data are supplementedby other data collection efforts and data
sources. Shorter interviews were conducted with two snowball samples. One
snowball sample includes 271 spouses of the main respondents.A second snowball sample includes 841 nonspouse discussion partners.All interviews were
conductedwith people identifiedas discussantsby the main respondent.Finally,
we are also able to collect aggregate data on the counties and merge these data
togetherwith the survey in orderto characterizethe county environmentswithin
which the respondentsreside.
All survey fieldworkwas conductedusing computer-assistedtelephone interviewing by the PolimetricsLaboratoryat Ohio State University and the Center
for Survey Research at IndianaUniversity. Interviews with the 1,318 main respondents began during the week after the election campaign, and except for
loose ends, was completed by the end of January.The main respondentinterviews lasted, on average, somewhatin excess of one hour.The main respondent
cooperationrate was 48%, calculated as the ratio of completions to the sum of
completions, refusals, and partials. Alternatively,if we include subjects who
were never availableafter multiple calls, the response rate drops to 45%. And if
we also include phone numbers where no one ever answered the phone after
multiple calls, the response rate drops to 40%. The main factor keeping us from
achieving a higher response rate was the length of the survey,and this produced
a samplingbias in the directionof the politically activated.The survey provides
exceptionallyaccurateestimatesof the three-waydivision of the popularvote for
president,but it seriously overestimatesturnout.Finally, nearly 90% of the respondents provide perceptual information regarding their networks, but only
about 50% providedthe identifying informationthat was necessary to interview
membersof the network.
Manuscriptsubmitted6 May 1997
Final manuscriptreceived 13 November1997
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